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Introduction
"Exchange of learning and teaching strategies: media literacy in adult education" is an Erasmus+
Strategic Partnerships project for six partners from France, Estonia, Italy, Malta, Spain and
Sweden. The coordinator of this project is MITRA FRANCE non-governmental organization from
France.
The project is funded by the Erasmus+ Programme of the European Commission. It seeks to
develop initiatives addressing spheres of adult education, gathering and exchanges of experience
and best practices in media literacy. This initiative contributes to strengthening media literacy as a
mean of countering online and ordinary radicalisation and stigmatisation. As one of the results of
this partnership the consortium has compiled a Toolkit with several good practices exchanged and
tested during this project.
This Toolkit is designed for adult educators, trainers and support staff who are interested in using
media literacy in their daily work. The aim of this Toolkit is to equip adult education providers,
media literacy practitioners, academics and front liners dealing with radicalisation issue, with
practices that have been applied successfully in European member states and in the world. These
approaches are based on non-formal educational activities including academic inputs that meet
the needs of educators to implement quality media literacy workshops.
We see the purpose of media literacy education today as it is currently defined by the media
literacy expert group, which was created in 2017 by European Commission. “Media literacy is an
umbrella expression that includes all the technical, cognitive, social, civic and creative capacities
that allow a citizen to access, have a critical understanding of the media and interact with it.
These capacities allow the citizen to participate in the economic, social and cultural aspects of
society as well as to play an active role in the democratic process. It refers to all kind of media,
through all kind of channels (traditional, internet, social media) and to all ages. Media literacy
means different things for different countries and stakeholders. It is also a dynamic concept that
evolves at the same that technology and society. However, a key stone in all possible definitions
of media literacy is the development of critical thinking by the user.” 1
This easy-to-use Toolkit gives practitioners the transferable skills they need for their daily work. It
includes instructional practices that can be adapted for a wide range of non-formal learning
activities, workshops and even academic interventions. It is a flexible professional development
resource for team work and discussion.
Practitioners and learners can gain insight into the relevant theories and research related to
media literacy, including the fundamental elements of critical thinking and content development.
The Toolkit provides adult educators with practical strategies to motivate learners to develop their
critical reading and thinking abilities in various content areas. It also involves the activities for a
critical evaluation of the competences that are required with regard to media literacy.
Consequently, it helps learners discover new media literacy abilities and a wider perspective on
media issues to understand and counter radicalisation. Moreover, this Toolkit of best practices
sets goals beyond awareness-raising. It invites learners to partake in interactive activities and
encourages a process of self-reflection. This is crucial to the aim to make learners more capable
to function as active citizens in democratic societies.
………………………………………
1 (CNECT - DG Communications Networks, Content and Technology, E02541)
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“Media bias, fallacies and social representations definitions” workshop
The idea of this session is to see how people are influenced by statements and
especially biased statements. This interactive workshop allows to examine how media
consumers elaborate certain representation of objects, social groups or events. It
starts with the theoretical input defining media bias and social representations
participants will work on the definitions of various fallacies. They can be assigned in
groups to explore the logical fallacies in the statements. Then participants are going to
compare and debate their findings with their peers from other groups.
Practical limitations to media neutrality include the inability of journalists to report all
available stories and facts, and the requirement that selected facts be linked into a
coherent narrative. This inability provokes media bias within the mass media in the
selection of events and stories that are reported and how they are covered.
The term "media bias" implies a pervasive or widespread bias contravening the
standards of journalism, rather than the perspective of an individual journalist or
article. The direction and degree of media bias in various countries is widely disputed.
Market forces that result in a biased presentation include the ownership of the news
source, concentration of media ownership, the selection of staff, the preferences of an
intended audience, and pressure from advertisers. We can also mention that
government influence, including overt and covert censorship, biases the media in
some countries.
The most commonly discussed forms of bias occur when the (allegedly partisan)
media support or attack a particular political party, candidate, social group of people or
ideology.
D'Alessio and Allen list three forms of media bias as the most widely studied 1

• Coverage bias (also known as visibility bias 2), when actors or issues are more or
less visible in the news.

• Gatekeeping bias (also known as selectivity 3 or selection bias 4), when stories
are selected or deselected, sometimes on ideological grounds.

• Statement bias (also known as tonality bias or presentation bias), when media
coverage is slanted towards or against particular actors or issues.

1.
2.
3.
4.

D'Alessio, D; Allen, M (2000-12-01). "Media bias in presidential elections: a meta-analysis". Journal of
Communication. 50 (4): 133–156. ISSN 1460-2466
Eberl, J.-M.; Boomgaarden, H. G.; Wagner, M. (2015-11-19). "One Bias Fits All? Three Types of Media Bias and
Their Effects on Party Preferences". Communication Research.
Hofstetter, C. Richard; Buss, Terry F. (1978-09-01). "Bias in television news coverage of political events: A
methodological analysis". Journal of Broadcasting. 22 (4). ISSN 0021-938X.
Groeling, Tim (2013-05-10). "Media Bias by the Numbers: Challenges and Opportunities in the Empirical Study
of Partisan News". Annual Review of Political Science. 16 (1): 129–151.
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Other common forms of political and non-political media bias include:

• Advertising bias, when stories are selected or slanted to please advertisers. 5
• Concision bias, a tendency to report views that can be summarized succinctly,
crowding out more unconventional views that take time to explain.

• Corporate bias, when stories are selected or slanted to please corporate owners
of media.

• Mainstream bias, a tendency to report what everyone else is reporting, and to
avoid stories that will offend anyone.

• Sensationalism, bias in favor of the exceptional over the ordinary, giving the
impression that rare events, such as airplane crashes, are more common than
common events, such as automobile crashes.

• Structural bias, when an actor or issue receives more or less favorable coverage
as a result of newsworthiness and media routines, not as the result of
ideological decisions 6 (e.g., incumbency bonus).

• False balance, when an issue is presented as even sided, despite
disproportionate amounts of evidence.
Other forms of bias include reporting that favors or attacks a particular race, religion,
gender, age, sexual orientation, ethnic group, or even person.
There are various tools for measurement and evaluation of bias. Richard Alan
Nelson's (2004) study on Tracking Propaganda to the Source: Tools for Analyzing
Media Bias 7 reports there are at least 12 methods used in the social sciences and
communication science to analyze the existence of and quantify bias.
Surveys of the political/cultural attitudes of journalists, particularly members of the
media elite, and of journalism students.
1.

Studies of journalists' previous professional connections.

2.

Collections of quotations in which prominent journalists reveal their beliefs about
politics and/or the proper role of their profession.

3.

Computer word-use and topic analysis searches to determine content and labeling.

4.

Studies of policies recommended in news stories.
5.
6.

7.

Eberl, Jakob-Moritz; Wagner, Markus; Boomgaarden, Hajo G. (2016-10-06). "Party Advertising in Newspapers".
Journalism Studies. 1–21.
Van Dalen, A. (2011-06-10). "Structural Bias in Cross-National Perspective: How Political Systems and Journalism
Cultures Influence Government Dominance in the News". The International Journal of Press/Politics. 17 (1): 32–
55.
"Global Media Journal". Lass.calumet.purdue.edu. 1990-08-02. Retrieved 2010-08-10.
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5.

Comparisons of the agenda of the news and entertainment media with agendas of
political candidates or other activists.

6.

Positive/negative coverage analysis.

7.

Reviews of the personal demographics of media decision makers.

8.

Comparisons of advertising sources/content which influence
information/entertainment content.

9.

Analyses of the extent of government propaganda and public relations (PR)
industry impact on media.

10.

Studies of the use of experts and spokespersons etc. by media vs. those not
selected to determine the interest groups and ideologies represented vs. those
excluded.

11.

Research into payments of journalists by corporations and trade associations to
speak before their groups and the impact that may have on coverage.

Automated approaches analyze the text, pictures, and other information of news
articles to find indicators of media bias. A main indicator that much research has
focused on is the identification of differences in news coverage, e.g., content - wise
(two articles on the same topic contain different information and/or leave out a subset
of information) and tone - wise - how are politicians and institutions being referred to. 8
In our approach, we are going to focus on identification of various kinds of fallacies
that might provoke media bias. In order to do this we agree to apply informal logic
approach as a set of methods for the logical evaluation of natural language arguments.
We define “fallacy” as the use of invalid or faulty reasoning, or "wrong moves" 9 in the
construction of an argument. 10 Some fallacies are committed intentionally to
manipulate or persuade by deception, while others are committed unintentionally due
to carelessness or ignorance. The use of fallacious reasoning can provoke a long
lasting bias, which once integrated into the mainstream media might take form of
social representation.

8.

Felix Hamborg, Norman Meuschke, and Bela Gipp, Matrix-based News Aggregation: Exploring Different News
Perspectives in Proceedings of the ACM/IEEE-CS Joint Conference on Digital Libraries (JCDL), 2017.
9. Van Eemeren, Frans; Garssen, Bart; Meuffels, Bert (2009). Fallacies and Judgments of Reasonablene Empirical
Research Concerning the Pragma-Dialectical Discussion Rules. Dordrecht: Springer. ISBN 978-90-481-2613-2.
10. Woods, John (2004). The Death of Argument. Applied Logic Series. 32. pp.3–23. ISBN 9789048167005.
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Social representation
French scientist Serge Moscovici originally coined the term “social representation”
in 1961. 11 It is understood as the collective elaboration "of a social object by the
community for the purpose of behaving and communicating". 12 It is further referred to
as "system of values, ideas and practices with a twofold function.
First, to establish an order which will enable individuals to orient themselves in their
material and social world and to master it. Secondly to enable communication to take
place among the members of a community by providing them with a code for social
exchange and a code for naming and classifying unambiguously the various aspects
of their world and their individual and group history". 13
Moscovici described two main processes by which the unfamiliar is made familiar:
anchoring and objectification. "Anchoring involves the ascribing of meaning to new
phenomena – objects, relations, experiences, practices, etc. – by means of integrating
it into existing worldviews, so it can be interpreted and compared to the "already
known". 14 In this way, the threat that the strange and unfamiliar object poses is being
erased. This can be referred to a person or group of people. In this case, the process
of objectification reduces in a certain way the alterity gap. In the process of
objectification, something abstract is turned into something almost concrete.
Social representations, therefore, are depicted as both the process and the result of
social construction. In the socio-cognitive activity of representation that produces
representations, social representations are constantly converted into a social reality
while continuously being re-interpreted, re-thought, re-presented. 15
Social representations should neither be equated with relatively stable collective
representations, nor should they be confused with individual, cognitive
representations. Several authors who contributed to the theory have elaborated this:
Gerard Duveen and Barbara Lloyd emphasized the articulation of the individual and
the collective in micro-genetic processes of socialization. 16
Wolfgang Wagner theorized about the role of action and social interaction in the
construction of social representations, 17and Sandra Jovchelovitch proposed to regard
social representations as a space in-between, at the cross-roads between the
11. Moscovici, S. (1961). La psychanalyse, son image et son public. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France.
12. Moscovici, S. (1963). Attitudes and opinions. Annual Review of Psychology, 14, 231-260.
13. Moscovici, S. (1973). Foreword. In C. Herzlich (Ed.), Health and illness: A social psychological analysis. London/New York:
Academic Press.

14. Höijer, B. (2011). "Social Representation Theory", Nordicom Review, 32, 3–16.
15. Wagner, W. & Hayes, N. (2005). Everyday Discourse and Common-Sense: The Theory of Social Representation. New York:
Palgrave Macmillan. And Jovchelovitch, S. (2007). Knowledge in Context: Representations, community and culture, London:
Routledge.
16. Duveen, G., & Lloyd, B. (Eds). (1990). Social representations and the development of knowledge. Cambridge, England:
Cambridge University Press.

17. Wagner, W. (1996). Queries about social representation and construction. Journal for the Theory of Social
Behaviour, 26, 95-120.
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individual and society that is the public sphere, that links objects, subjects and
activities. 18
Most authors agree that social representations are dynamic elements of knowledge
that depend on social conflict and dispute to originate and that have a history of
elaboration and change over time.
Bauer and Gaskell integrate this view in their formal model relating three elements:
subjects, or carriers of the representation; an object, activity, or idea that is
represented; and a project of a social group within which the representation makes
sense. 19 This conceptualisation is known as the toblerone model of social
representations.
There have been various developments within the field since Moscovici's original
proposition of the theory. Jean-Claude Abric and his colleagues have explored the
structural elements of social representations, distinguishing between core and
peripheral elements in terms of the centrality and stability of certain beliefs. This
approach has come to be known as the central nucleus theory. 20
Caroline Howarth has made other important developments in linking Social identity
theory with the theory of social representations, 21 Wolfgang Wagner in fathoming the
relationship between discursive processes, collective behavior patterns and the
construction of social representations. 22
Consequently representations create the domesticated world of social objects which
implies considering activity as part of a representation. Culture change in modern
societies is shown to produce 'cognitive polyphasia' by adding alternative
representations to existing ones instead of replacing them.
In many instances, a combination of fallacious reasoning is expressed via multiple
modes of media. It can be expressed verbally, in a written form or via carefully
constructed iconic images in the visual media. This leads to the creation of polarised,
often radical social representations of groups of people or biased perception of the
dynamic in the communities and societies.

18. Jovchelovitch, S. (1996). In defence of representations. Journal for the Theory of Social Behaviour, 26, 121-136.
19. Bauer, M.W. & Gaskell, G. (1999). Towards a Paradigm for Research on Social Representations. Journal for the
Theory of Social Behaviour, 29(2), 163-186.
20. Abric, J.C. (Ed). (1994). Pratiques sociales et representations. Paris: Presses Universitaires de France.
21. Howarth, C. (2002). Identity in whose eyes? The role of representations in identity construction.Journal for the
Theory of Social Behaviour 32 (2), pp 145-162.
22. Wagner, W., Mecha, A., & Carvalho, M. d. R. (2008). Discourse and Representation in the Construction of
Witchcraft. In T. Sugiman, K. Gergen, W. Wagner, & Y. Yamada (Eds.), Meaning in Action: Constructions,
Narratives and Representations. Tokyo: Springer.
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“Recognizing Fallacies” workshop
By using the following exercise, it is possible to involve and tackle the beliefs of
citizens who show signs of radicalisation. It provides basic knowledge of the different
kinds of fallacious argumentation that may occur in radical discourses.
The exercise is targeted at people who might be part of extremist groups or people,
who socialise with extremists, express extremist views or exhibit discriminatory
behavior towards other groups in their immediate environment.
Fallacies represent various sorts of errors in reasoning. When you read persuasive
writing, ask yourself, "Is the author's argument based on faulty reasoning?" Populist
politicians, provocateurs, radicals often base their speech and promises on fallacies.
Directions: Participants have to review the fallacies described below. Then identify the
fallacy in each of the items that follow. They can refer to the definitions as they
complete the exercise. Participants can work alone or collaboratively.
Sweeping generalization — the author goes beyond the support or evidence
presented and makes overly broad, all-encompassing statements ("All ______ are
_____").
Straw man — first the author distorts the opponent's position (that is, the other side of
the argument), and then attacks the distorted position instead of the opponent's actual
one.
Ad hominem — the author attacks the opponent personally (the person’s character,
actions, etc.) rather than addressing the person’s actual views.
Argument from false authority — when a person making a claim is presented as an
expert who should be trusted when his or her expertise is not in the area being
discussed.
Shoehorning — the process of force fitting some current affair into one's personal,
political, or religious agenda. Many people are not aware of how easy it is to make
something look like confirmation of a claim after the fact, especially if the source of the
confirmation is something in which they already believe, like religious prophecies,
psychic predictions, astrological horoscopes, fortune cookies, and more. 23

23. This example is from the Skeptic’s Dictionary (http://www.skepdic.com/shoehorning.html).
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Argument by repetition or argumentum ad nauseam — repeating an argument or a
premise repeatedly in place of better supporting evidence.
Circular reasoning — the author goes in a circle by restating the argument or
conclusion instead of providing any relevant support.
Naturalistic fallacy (also known as: is-ought fallacy, arguing from is to ought, isshould fallacy) — when the conclusion expresses what ought to be, based only on
what is, or what ought not to be, based on what is not. This is very common, and most
people never see the problem with these kinds of assertions due to accepted social
and moral norms. This bypasses reason and we fail to ask why something that is,
ought to be that way. 24
Appeal to tradition (also known as: argumentum ad antiquitatem, appeal to common
practice, appeal to antiquity, appeal to traditional wisdom, proof from tradition, appeal
to past practice, traditional wisdom) — using historical preferences of the people
(tradition), either in general or as specific as the historical preferences of a single
individual, as evidence that the historical preference is correct. Traditions are often
passed from generation to generation with no other explanation besides, “this is the
way it has always been done”—which is not a reason, it is an absence of a reason. 25
Overextended outrage (also known as: overextended moral outrage, overextended
political outrage) — this is a form of poor statistical thinking where one or more
statistically rare cases are implied to be the norm or the trend (without evidence) for
the purpose of expressing or inciting outrage toward an entire group. It is a form of
extreme stereotyping, based on the cognitive bias known as the group attribution
error. 26
Prejudicial language (also known as: variant imagization) — loaded or emotive terms
used to attach value or moral goodness to believing the proposition.
McNamara fallacy (also known as: quantitative fallacy, skittles fallacy) — when a
decision is based solely on quantitative observations (i.e., metrics, hard data,
statistics) and all qualitative factors are ignored. 27
False cause — the author assumes that because one thing happens after another, the
second event must be caused by the first event.

24. Tanner, J. (2006). The naturalistic fallacy. The Richmond Journal of Philosophy, 13, 1–6.
25. Harpine, W. D. (1993). The Appeal to Tradition: Cultural Evolution and Logical Soundness. Informal Logic, 15(3).
26. Adelman, R., Reid, L. W., Markle, G., Weiss, S., & Jaret, C. (2017). Urban crime rates and the changing face of
immigration: Evidence across four decades. Journal of Ethnicity in Criminal Justice, 15(1), 52–77.
27. Fischer, D. H. (1970). Historian’s Fallacies. Harper Collins.
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Genetic fallacy — this conclusion is based on an argument that the origins of a
person, idea, institute, or theory determine its character, nature, or worth. 28
Either-or — in this trap, the author puts everything into one of two mutually exclusive
categories, leaving the impression that there is nothing else and nothing in-between
the two positions.
Hypnotic bait and switch — stating several uncontroversially true statements in
succession, followed by a claim that the arguer wants the audience to accept as true.
This is a propaganda technique, but also a fallacy when the audience lends more
credibility to the last claim because true statements preceded it. The negative can also
be used in the same way.
Transfer — the author shifts qualities (good or bad) from one person or issue to
another as a way of influencing the reader's perception of the original person or issue.
Political correctness fallacy — this is a common one in recent history. It is the
assumption or admission that two or more groups, individuals, or ideas of groups or
individuals, are equal, of equal value, or both true, based on the recent phenomenon
of political correctness, which is defined as, a term which denotes language, ideas,
policies, and behavior seen as seeking to minimize social and institutional offense in
occupational, gender, racial, cultural, sexual orientation, certain other religions, beliefs
or ideologies, disability, and age-related contexts, and, as purported by the term, doing
so to an excessive extent. This can be seen as an over-correction of stereotyping.
Red herring — the author introduces unrelated, irrelevant information to divert
attention from the real issue.
Slippery slope — the author argues that taking one step will inevitably lead to other
steps that cannot be stopped until it ends in disaster.
Begging the question — the author present as a certainty something that is open to
debate.

28. https://www.logicallyfallacious.com/tools/lp/Bo/LogicalFallacies. Some other definitions of this activity were
taken from the same resource.
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1. "Why should we be concerned with spending money on public health in this
state when terrorism threatens all of us?"
A)
B)
C)
D)

false cause
begging the question
red herring
slippery slope

2. People who have tattoos are also drug users.
A)
B)
C)
D)

ad hominem
sweeping generalization
straw man
false cause

3. "Our nominee for the award has many of the same qualities that made Mother
Teresa so beloved."
A)
B)
C)
D)

straw man
ad hominem
false cause
transfer

4. "If you allow one person to borrow your car, then everyone will start asking.
Eventually someone will wreck it, and then you won't have a car."
A)
B)
C)
D)

ad hominem
begging the question
red herring
slippery slope

5. "It's common knowledge that mothers who work don't care about their children's
well-being. Therefore, mothers shouldn't work."
A)
B)
C)
D)

false cause
begging the question
red herring
slippery slope
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6. "We shouldn't approve her loan because she once had a drinking problem."
A)
B)
C)
D)

overextended outrage
false cause
transfer
ad hominem

7. "Either finish school or look forward to an unsatisfying life and a low-paying job."
A)
B)
C)
D)

false cause
ad hominem
either-or
bandwagon

8. "We shouldn't even bother to interview that job applicant. He has a beard."
A)
B)
C)
D)

sweeping generalization
genetic fallacy
false cause
ad hominem

9. "My boss isn't willing to increase the number of vacation days we get each year.
That means she doesn't care about our health. It's wrong not to care about
employees' health. She should be replaced with someone who cares about
employees' health."
A)
B)
C)
D)

10.

red herring
sweeping generalization
straw man
false cause

"All homeless people are lazy."
A)
B)
C)
D)

false cause
sweeping generalization
straw man
ad hominem
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11.

"Many people who pray are often radicals. Praying is a cause of
radicalization."
A)
B)
C)
D)

12.

slippery slope
false cause
straw man
political correctness fallacy

"Copying someone else's homework is unethical because it's dishonest."
A)
B)
C)
D)

13.

A)
B)
C)
D)
14.

circular reasoning
naturalistic fallacy
red herring
slippery slope

"The Volkswagen Beetle is an evil car because it was originally designed
by Hitler's army." 29
straw man
ad hominem
genetic fallacy
sweeping generalization
"My hairdresser says that within the next 30 days, the president will be
impeached! So we should take this claim seriously!"

A)
B)
C)
D)
15.

genetic fallacy
slippery slope
argument from false authority
false cause
"John: At one time, all humans spoke the same language.
Then because of the Tower of Babel, God got angry and created all the
different languages we have today - or at least some form of them.
Kelly: I studied linguistics in college, and I can pretty much guarantee you
that’s not what happened. Besides the short story in the Bible, what other
evidence do you have to support this theory?
John: We know, because of the Word of God, that God got angry and
created all the different languages we have today - or at least some form
of them.

29. https://www.logicallyfallacious.com/tools/lp/Bo/LogicalFallacies/
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Kelly: You said that already. What other evidence do you have to support
this theory?
John: In the Bible, it says that all humans once spoke the same language.
Then because of the Tower of Babel, God got angry and created all the
different languages we have today - or at least some form of them."
A)
B)
C)
D)

straw man
argument from false authority
false cause
argument by repetition or argumentum ad nauseam
"Everyone is entitled to his or her own religious beliefs.
So if dancing in the streets naked is part of their ritual, we must extend
them that right."

16.

A)
B)
C)
D)

sweeping generalization
red herring
either-or
political correctness fallacy
"The "Imaginary Post" runs a story about a "Representative of X
party" who assaulted a Muslim woman and told her to "go back where she
came from." The story is shared millions of times and picked up by other
left wing media outlets. People are discussing this story on social media
saying how outraged they are at "X party" for their hatred of Muslims."

17.

A)
B)
C)
D)

ad hominem
overextended outrage
straw man
transfer
"All good Catholics know that impure thoughts are the work of the
devil, and should be resisted at all costs."

18.

A)
B)
C)
D)

false cause
ad hominem
prejudicial language
hypnotic bait and switch
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19.

"Homosexuality is / ought to be morally wrong (moral property) because it
is not normal (natural property)" or “Homosexuality is not normal (natural
property); therefore, it is / ought to be morally wrong (moral property)."
A)
B)
C)
D)

20.

political correctness fallacy
prejudicial language
overextended outrage
naturalistic fallacy
"Alex: For three generations, the men in our family went to vocational
school and became carpenters, while the women got married and raised
children. Therefore, it is my duty to become a carpenter.
Kate: Do you want to become a carpenter?
Alex: It doesn’t matter - it is our family tradition. Who am I to break it?"

A)
B)
C)
D)

21.

appeal to tradition
false cause
bandwagon
sweeping generalization

“Is it right that such a small percentage of “Imaginary country” control the
vast majority of wealth?
Is it right that you have to work overtime just to make ends meet?
Is it right that you can’t even afford to leave the state for vacation?
Do you really want to vote for Polly Molly?”
A)
B)
C)
D)

22.

false cause
red herring
hypnotic bait and switch
ad hominem

Donald Trump Jr. Tweeted: “If I had a bowl of skittles and I told you just
three would kill you. Would you take a handful? That's our Syrian refugee
problem.”
A)
B)
C)
D)

ad hominem
political correctness fallacy
genetic fallacy
McNamara fallacy
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23.

After the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the
Pentagon on September 11, 2001, fundamentalist Christian evangelists
Jerry Falwell and Pat Robertson introduced the events to their agenda.
They claimed, "liberal civil liberties groups, feminists, homosexuals and
abortion rights supporters bear partial responsibility...because their
actions have turned God's anger against America." According to Falwell,
God allowed "the enemies of America...to give us probably what we
deserve." Robertson agreed. The American Civil Liberties Union has "got
to take a lot of blame for this," said Falwell and Robertson agreed.
Federal courts bear part of the blame, too, said Falwell, because they
have been "throwing God out of the public square." Also, "abortionists
have got to bear some burden for this because God will not be mocked,"
said Falwell and Robertson agreed.
A)
B)
C)
D)

overextended outrage
false cause
transfer
shoehorning

RESULTS
1. C) red herring
Feedback: The issue is the state public health, but attention is diverted instead to
terrorism, an unrelated issue.
2. B) sweeping generalization
Feedback: An inaccurate generalization is made about all people with tattoos.
3. D) transfer
Feedback: Mother Teresa's qualities are attributed to the nominee.
4. D) slippery slope
Feedback: Lending one person your car doesn't automatically mean that all of the
other events will happen.
5. B) begging the question
Feedback: The first statement is presented as a certainty, which it is not.
6. D) ad hominem
Feedback: Something unfortunate in the person's past is brought up as way of
discrediting her.
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7. C) either-or
Feedback: There are more possibilities than the two presented.
8. D) ad hominem
Feedback: The person is attacked based on his appearance. Having a beard has little
to do with being able to do most jobs successfully.
9. C) straw man
Feedback: The issue was changed from vacation days to employees' health, and then
that position is attacked.
10. B) sweeping generalization
Feedback: This incorrectly puts all homeless people in one category.
11. B) false cause
Feedback: There are many people who pray who are not radicals.
12. A) circular reasoning
Feedback: "Unethical' and "dishonest" say the same thing.
13. C) genetic fallacy.
Feedback: In this example the author is equating the character of a car with the
character of the people who built the car. However, the two are not inherently related.
14. C) argument from false authority.
Feedback: Unless the hairdresser has some inside information to the presidency, his
expertise has little to do with the current administration, political, and constitutional law.
Exception: Don't pigeonhole people into certain areas of expertise. A medical doctor
can also be an expert in sewing. A fly-fisherman can also be an expert in law. And a
patent clerk can also be an expert in quantum mechanics.
15. D) argument by repetition or argumentum ad nauseam.
Feedback: Restating the same claims, even rearranging the words or substituting
words, is not the same as making new claims, and certainly does not make the claims
any more true. Exception: when an opponent is attempting to misdirect the argument,
repeating the argument to get back on track is a wise play.
16. D) political correctness fallacy.
Explanation: Are any and all religiously-based behaviors acceptable? Must we allow
all expression of religion? Where do we draw the line and why?
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17. B) overextended outrage.
Feedback: People and the media (biased media) tend to associate a physical or social
identity to the perpetrator of a crime for the purpose of damaging the group's public
perception. Why "X party" man? How many "X party" representatives are assaulting
Muslim women? How many "Y party" are? The data are ignored for the benefit of the
narrative being sold. If it is "overextended," then the problem is being exaggerated,
and a group of people is unfairly demonized. Tip: Next time participants read about a
story that makes them feel outraged, it is possible to direct their outrage to the
individuals directly involved in the story. They don't have demonize an entire physical
or social identity.
18. C) prejudicial language.
Feedback: The phrase “all good Catholics” is the loaded or prejudicial language being
used. The implication is that Catholics who don’t resist impure thoughts are “bad
Catholics”, which is not fair - they may just not be as strong willed, or perhaps they
don’t agree with the Church's views on sex.
19. D) naturalistic fallacy.
Feedback: If we break this down, we can say the claim is that homosexuality (X) is not
normal (X is not). We are arguing that homosexuality is morally wrong (X ought not to
be) because it is not normal (X is not). The claim that homosexuality is not normal is
based on defining normality as “commonly occurring.” We can see the flaw in this
argumentation through a simple analogy: lying, cheating, and stealing are normal (in
that most people do it at some time in their lives), but this doesn’t make those actions
morally good.
20. A) appeal to tradition.
Feedback: Just as it takes people to start traditions, it takes people to end them. A
tradition is not a reason for action - it is like watching the same movie repeatedly but
never asking why you should keep watching it.
21. C) hypnotic bait and switch
Feedback: As you read through the example, you can see from where the word
“hypnotic” comes. Your subconscious mind starts to take over, and it seems almost
reactionary that you start chanting “yes” or “no” (depends on the example) while not
really considering with what you are agreeing or disagreeing. These kinds of
techniques work best in rallies where those doing the rallying count on people to act
with emotion at the expense of their reason.
22. D) McNamara fallacy
Feedback: Let's ignore the gross statistical inaccuracy of this quote for a moment (i.e.,
1 out of every 100 or so Syrian refugees is not going to kill you). The actual
quantitative data about how many Syrian refugees are likely to be terrorists is some
number greater than zero. The downside of letting Syrian refugees in the U.S. can be
measured quantitatively; perhaps your risk of being killed by a terrorist will increase
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from 3.46 billion to one to 3.4 billion to one. The upside, for the most part, is
qualitative, that is, cannot be measured easily. What is a human life worth? How do we
measure the suffering of others? Since these cannot easily be measured, we ignore
them and conclude that taking in Syrian refugees is a bad decision.
23. D) shoehorning
Feedback: It should be very clear how these religious leaders attempted to profit from
the September 11 attacks by shoehorning. Exception: Explaining events is legitimate
when reason is being used - and sometimes it may actually fit into someone's political
or religious agenda.

REFLECTION
Trainers will solicit participant’s reflections on the effectiveness of the personal and
collaborative work. Participants will be asked to answer and discuss following
questions in a group. The questions may vary according to the shape and size of the
group and specific local needs. The list of questions we suggest:
1. What, in your view, was the primary goal of the exercise?
2. What did you learn about manipulative techniques and fallacies?
3. Based on exercise, did you realize that you had preconceived ideas about other
people that you never really met and interacted before? If so, what and why?
4. Did the exercise make you think about the world around you any differently? If so,
how? If not, why not?
5. What would you do to avoid using fallacious argumentation?
6. What would be an efficient way to counter fallacious radical argumentation?
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“Recognizing Appeals to Emotion” workshop
Post-truth politics (also called post-factual politics 30 and post-reality politics 31) is a
political trend in which debate is framed largely by appeals to emotion disconnected
from the details of policy, and by the repeated assertion of talking points to which
factual rebuttals are ignored.
Post-truth differs from traditional contesting and falsifying of truth by relegating truth to
be a concern of secondary importance relative to appeal to emotion. While this has
been described as a contemporary problem, there is a possibility that it has long been
a part of political life, but was less notable before the advent of the Internet, social
media and related social changes.
When authors use propaganda techniques, they try to appeal to readers’ emotions
rather than their intellect. In the post-truth trend, objective facts are less influential in
shaping public opinion than appeals to emotion and personal belief. In other words,
some authors, speakers of figures and try to get and accept their argument on the
basis of emotion rather than reason.
Propaganda techniques include appeals to fear, vanity or status, sense of pity or
compassion, guilt, greed, anger, and so forth. When you read, ask yourself, "Is the
author trying to manipulate me by appealing to emotion rather than reason?" In the
following exercise participants have to identify the propaganda technique in item.
1.

"She does drugs, but it's understandable. She has lots of family problems."
A)
B)
C)
D)

2.

appeal to compassion
appeal to anger
appeal to vanity
appeal to status

"If you have to ask the price, you can't afford it. Rolls Royce: Intended only for
the discriminating few who can afford the ultimate in a luxury automobile."
A)
B)
C)
D)

appeal to compassion
appeal to greed
appeal to anger
appeal to status

30. Schwartz, Ian (28 November 2016). "George Will: "Post-Factual Politics" From Campaign Still Exists, Nixon
More Of A Statesman Than Current Leadership". RealClearPolitics.com. Retrieved 8 November 2017.
31. Holmes, Jack (26 September 2016). "Trump's Campaign Manager Offered Her Most Brilliant Defense Yet of
Trump's Lies". Esquire. Retrieved 8 November 2017.
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3.

"Choosy customers choose Rolex."
A)
B)
C)
D)

4.

"Your mother always told you to share, but at X's annual clearance sale, you can
have it all! X's — for all the things you just can't live without."
A)
B)
C)
D)

5.

appeal to vanity
appeal to compassion
appeal to status
appeal to anger

"Losing your vision is a terrible thing. Why take the risk? Why trust your precious
eyesight to anyone except Viva Vision? "
A)
B)
C)
D)

7.

appeal to compassion
appeal to greed
appeal to anger
appeal to guilt

"Homeless children ask so little and they need so much. Please find it in your
heart to donate a few hours a month at your local shelter."
A)
B)
C)
D)

6.

appeal to compassion
appeal to vanity
appeal to anger
appeal to status

appeal to vanity
appeal to compassion
appeal to fear
appeal to status

"Demand that our representatives be accountable! Let's raise our voices and
they know that we're not going to take it anymore! They either come up with a
new funding plan, or we'll kick them out of office."
A)
B)
C)
D)

appeal to vanity
appeal to anger
appeal to compassion
appeal to guilt
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8.

"Shame on you! You're over fifty, and you know you should be screened for
colon cancer. You're busy. You meant to schedule it, but you forgot. What will
your excuse be next year? How will you feel if you could have saved your life if
you'd only been tested in time?"
A)
B)
C)
D)

9.

"Don't become one of the millions of identity theft victims. Identity theft can
wreck your credit and your life! Sign up for ProTect monitoring service today."
A)
B)
C)
D)

10.

appeal to vanity
appeal to anger
appeal to compassion
appeal to guilt

appeal to fear
appeal to compassion
appeal to vanity
appeal to status

"Star Line cruise aren't for run-of-the-mill travelers. Book a cruise to paradise
and leave the ordinary behind."
A)
B)
C)
D)

appeal to fear
appeal to status
appeal to guilt
appeal to compassion

RESULTS
1. A) appeal to compassion
Feedback: "understandable"; "has lots of family problems"
2. D) appeal to status
Feedback: "If you have to ask the price, you can't afford it"; "for the discriminating few";
"can afford the ultimate luxury"
3. B) appeal to vanity. Feedback: "choosy"
4. B) appeal to greed
Feedback: the implication that you don't have to share; "you can have it all"

5. B) appeal to compassion
Feedback: "ask so little," "find it in your heart"
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6. C) appeal to fear
Feedback: "a terrible thing"; "Why take the risk?"; "Don't trust your precious eyesight to
anyone excerpt..."
7. B) appeal to anger
Feedback: "demand"; "Let's raise our voices"; "We're not going to take it any more";
8. D) appeal to guilt
Feedback: "Shame on you!"; "What will your excuse be next year?"; "How would you
feel if…"
9. A) appeal to fear
Feedback: "victims"; "wreck your credit and your life"
10. B) appeal to status
Feedback: "aren't for run-of-the-mill travelers"; "leave the ordinary behind"

REFLECTION
Trainers will ask participants to reflect on activity by choosing one of stickers and
answer why they choose it.
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”Text analysis” workshop
This session is a logical and advanced continuation of the previous workshops. During
this non-formal session, participants will work on the more detailed definitions of
various fallacies. They will work in pairs or small groups with a list of fallacies.
Learners will compare and debate their findings with their peers from other groups.
Then participants will work individually to identify fallacies in the newspaper article
"Women lead Swiss in vote to ban minarets” 32 using non-formal logic approach. They
will go through text analysis that examines complex elements of argumentation,
specifically how author intentionally or unintentionally goes wrong. Then participants
will compare and discuss fallacies that occur in the text. The non-formal logic
approach contributes to shape critical thinking and critical reading skills. This activity
also creates a positive framework for conversations that can challenge stereotypes
and prejudices through dialogue.
Anonymous authority: The authority in question is not named. This is a type of
appeal to authority because when an authority is not named it is impossible to confirm
that the authority is an expert. However, the fallacy is so common it deserves special
mention. A variation on this fallacy is the appeal to rumour. Because the source of a
rumour is typically not known, it is not possible to determine whether to believe the
rumors. Very often false and harmful rumors are deliberately started in order to
discredit an opponent.
Examples:
1). A government official said today that the new gun law will be proposed tomorrow.
2). Experts agree that the best way to prevent nuclear war is to prepare for it.
Authority: Also Known as Fallacious Appeal to Authority, Misuse of Authority,
Irrelevant Authority, Questionable Authority, Inappropriate Authority. An Appeal to
Authority is a fallacy with the following form:
1. Person A is (claimed to be) an authority on subject S.
2. Person A makes claim C about subject S.
3. Therefore, C is true.
Examples of Appeal to Authority:
I'm not a doctor, but I watch “Dr. House” series.” If you need effective and safe pain
killer there is nothing better than Morphi Dope. That is my considered medical opinion.
32. The Sunday Times, November 29, 2009, by Matthew Campbell.
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Red herring:
A Red Herring is a fallacy in which an irrelevant topic is presented in order to divert
attention from the original issue. The basic idea is to "win" an argument by leading
attention away from the argument and to another topic. This sort of "reasoning" has
the following form:
1. Topic A is under discussion.
2. Topic B is introduced under the guise of being relevant to topic A (when topic B
is actually not relevant to topic A).
3. Topic A is abandoned.
4. This sort of "reasoning" is fallacious because merely changing the topic of
discussion hardly counts as an argument against a claim. "Argument" for
making graduate school requirements stricter:
Example: "I think there is great merit in making the requirements stricter for the
graduate students. I recommend that you support it, too. After all, we are in a budget
crisis and we do not want our salaries affected."
Ad hominem: Translated from Latin to English, "Ad Hominem" means "against the
man" or "against the person." An Ad Hominem is a general category of fallacies in
which a claim or argument is rejected on the basis of some irrelevant fact about the
author of or the person presenting the claim or argument. Typically, this fallacy
involves two steps. First, an attack against the character of person making the claim,
her circumstances, or her actions is made (or the character, circumstances, or actions
of the person reporting the claim). Second, this attack is taken to be evidence against
the claim or argument the person in question is making (or presenting). This type of
"argument" has the following form:
1. Person A makes claim X.
2. Person B makes an attack on person A.
3. Therefore A's claim is false.
The reason why an Ad Hominem (of any kind) is a fallacy is that the character,
circumstances, or actions of a person do not (in most cases) have a bearing on the
truth or falsity of the claim being made (or the quality of the argument being made).
Example of Ad Hominem
1. Bill: "I believe that abortion is morally wrong."
Dave: "Of course you would say that, you're a priest."
Bill: "What about the arguments I gave to support my position?"
Dave: "Those don't count. As I said, you are a priest, so you have to say that
abortion is wrong. Further, you are just a lackey to the Pope, so I can't believe
what you say."
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Poison the well: This sort of "reasoning" involves trying to discredit what a person
might later claim by presenting unfavorable information (be it true or false) about the
person. This "argument" has the following form:
1. Unfavorable information (be it true or false) about person A is presented.
2. Therefore any claims person A makes will be false.
This sort of "reasoning" is obviously fallacious. The person making such an attack is
hoping that the unfavorable information will bias listeners against the person in
question and hence that they will reject any claims he might make. However, merely
presenting unfavorable information about a person (even if it is true) hardly counts as
evidence against the claims he/she might make. This is especially clear when
Poisoning the Well is looked at as a form of ad Homimem in which the attack is made
prior to the person even making the claim or claims. The following example clearly
shows that this sort of "reasoning" is quite poor.
Example: "Before turning the floor over to my opponent, I ask you to remember that
those who oppose my plans do not have the best wishes of the university at heart."
Guilt by association: Also known as: Bad Company Fallacy.
For example, the following is obviously a case of poor "reasoning": "You think that
1+1=2. But, Adolf Hitler, Charles Manson, believed that 1+1=2. So, you shouldn't
believe it." The fallacy draws its power from the fact that people do not like to be
associated with people they dislike. Hence, if it is shown that a person shares a belief
with people he dislikes he might be influenced into rejecting that belief. In such cases
the person will be rejecting the claim based on how he thinks or feels about the people
who hold it and because he does not want to be associated with such people. Of
course, the fact that someone does not want to be associated with people she dislikes
does not justify the rejection of any claim. For example, most wicked and terrible
people accept that the earth revolves around the sun. No sane person would reject
this claim simply because this would put them in the company of people they dislike
(or even hate).
Example: Will and Kiteena are arguing over socialism. Kiteena is a pacifist and hates
violence and violent people.
Kiteena: "I think that the United States should continue to adopt socialist programs.
For example, I think that the government should take control of vital industries."
Will: "So, you are for state ownership of industry."
Kiteena: "Certainly. It is a great idea and will help make the world a less violent place."
Will: "Well, you know Stalin also endorsed state ownership on industry. At last count,
he wiped out millions of his own people. Pol Pot of Cambodia was also for state
ownership of industry. He also killed millions of his own people. The leadership of
China is for state owned industry. They killed their own people in that square. So, are
you still for state ownership of industry?"
Kiteena: "Oh, no! I don't want to be associated with those butchers!"
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Begging the question: Also known as Circular Reasoning, Reasoning in a Circle.
Begging the Question is a fallacy in which the premises include the claim that the
conclusion is true or (directly or indirectly) assume that the conclusion is true. This sort
of "reasoning" typically has the following form.
1. Premises in which the truth of the conclusion is claimed or the truth of the
conclusion is assumed (either directly or indirectly).
2. Claim C (the conclusion) is true.
This sort of "reasoning" is fallacious because simply assuming that the conclusion is
true (directly or indirectly) in the premises does not constitute evidence for that
conclusion. Obviously, simply assuming a claim is true does not serve as evidence for
that claim. This is especially clear in particularly blatant cases: "X is true. The evidence
for this claim is that X is true." Some cases of question begging are blatant, while
others can be extremely subtle.
Examples:
1. Bill: "God must exist."
Jill: "How do you know?"
Bill: "Because the Bible says so."
Jill: "Why should I believe the Bible?"
Bill: "Because the Bible was written by God."
2. "If such actions were not illegal, then they would not be prohibited by the law."
Slippery slope: The Slippery Slope is a fallacy in which a person asserts that some
event must inevitably follow from another without any argument for the inevitability of
the event in question. In most cases, there are a series of steps or gradations between
one event and the one in question and no reason is given as to why the intervening
steps or gradations will simply be bypassed. This "argument" has the following form:
1. Event X has occurred (or will or might occur).
2. Therefore event Y will inevitably happen.
This sort of "reasoning" is fallacious because there is no reason to believe that one
event must inevitably follow from another without an argument for such a claim. This is
especially clear in cases in which there is a significant number of steps or gradations
between one event and another.
Examples:
1. "We have to stop the tuition increase! The next thing you know, they'll be
charging $40,000 a semester!"
2. "We've got to stop them from banning pornography. Once they start banning one
form of literature, they will never stop. Next thing you know, they will be burning all
the books!"
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Post hoc: A Post Hoc is a fallacy with the following form:
1. A occurs before B.
2. Therefore A is the cause of B.
The Post Hoc fallacy derives its name from the Latin phrase "Post hoc, ergo propter
hoc." This has been traditionally interpreted as "After this, therefore because of this."
This fallacy is committed when it is concluded that one event causes another simply
because the proposed cause occurred before the proposed effect. More formally, the
fallacy involves concluding that A causes or caused B because A occurs before B and
there is not sufficient evidence to actually warrant such a claim.
Example: The picture on Jim's old TV set goes out of focus. Jim goes over and strikes
the TV soundly on the side and the picture goes back into focus. Jim tells his friend
that hitting the TV fixed it.
Redefinition:The "Redefinition Fallacy" occurs when someone (like an agnostic)
attempts to redefine a premise to avoid a logical objection to said premise. It flows like
this:
Person 1: X must necessarily contain attribute Y to be true.
Person 2: Y is false.
Person 1: X does not need to contain attribute Y to be true.
This reasoning is fallacious because it does not account for how X can be true without
its necessary component. Essentially, X is diminished so that it can no longer be
described as X, but the claiming illogically maintains X's validity. No support is offered
for why X should remain unchanged.
Example:
Joe: Superman is as real as the President.
Sally: Superman would have to be super-strong and fly. No one can be super strong
and fly.
Joe: Well, the real Superman is not super strong nor does he fly.
Transfer: Transfer Fallacy of Composition - What is true of the part must be true of
the whole.
Example:
“Man, my new Mustang has the greatest engine. It’s the best car in the world!”
Transfer Fallacy of Division - What is true of the whole must be true of the parts.
“Of all Americans, a majority favor a woman’s right to choose. It must be true of
Alabama, too.”
Loaded word: A word or phrase is "loaded" when it has a secondary, evaluative
meaning in addition to its primary, descriptive meaning. When language is "loaded",
it is loaded with its evaluative meaning.
Examples: Unloaded: plant / Loaded Weed. Unloaded: Animal / Loaded: Beast.
Unloaded: rebel / Loaded: extremist.
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Text for analysis
Women lead Swiss in vote to ban minarets
A right-wing campaign to outlaw minarets on mosques in a referendum being held in
Switzerland today has received an unlikely boost from radical feminists arguing that
the tower-like structures are “male power symbols” and reminders of Islam’s
oppression of women.
A “stop the minarets” campaign has provoked ferment in the land of Heidi, where
women are more likely than men to vote for the ban after warnings from prominent
feminists that Islam threatens their rights. Forget about tranquil Alpine scenery and
cowbells: one of the most startling features of the referendum campaign has been a
poster showing a menacing woman in a burqa beside minarets rising from the Swiss
flag.
It seems to have struck a nerve in Langenthal, a small town near Bern where Muslims
plan to put up a minaret next to their prayer room in a bleak former paint factory.
“If we give them a minaret, they’ll have us all wearing burqas,” said Julia Werner, a
local housewife. “Before you know it, we’ll have sharia law and women being stoned to
death in our streets. We won’t be Swiss anymore.” A spoof video game on the internet
called Minaret Attack shows minarets popping up all over the idyllic Swiss countryside,
after which a message proclaims: “Game over! Switzerland is covered in minarets.
Vote to ban them on November 29.”
“It’s a dirty campaign,” said Mutalip Karaademi, an Albanian who leads Langenthal’s
small Muslim community. “They’re trying to provoke us.”
A poll suggested the Swiss would narrowly reject a ban but the feminist involvement is
having an effect: according to one poll, 39% of women were in favour of a ban, but
only 31% of men. Tatiana, a teacher who had previously voted for the left, was quoted
in a newspaper as saying she would vote for the minaret ban as she could “no longer
bear being mistreated and terrorised by boys who believe women are worthless”.
Socialist politicians have been furious to see icons of the left joining what is regarded
as an anti-immigrant campaign by the populist Swiss People’s party, the biggest group
in parliament. One of them, Julia Onken, warned that failure to ban minarets would be
“a signal of the state’s acceptance of the oppression of women”. She has sent out
4,000 emails attacking Muslims who condone forced marriage, honour killings and
beating women.
Swiss business is horrified. There are fears of a reaction against Swiss products
similar to the one suffered by Denmark over the publication of cartoons depicting the
prophet Muhammad in 2005.
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“The brand ‘Swiss’ must continue to represent values such as openness, pluralism and
freedom of religion,” said Hanspeter Rentsch, a member of the board of Swatch, the
watchmaker.
Heinz Haab, secretary of the Swiss inter-religious organization, pastes a poster to a
wall prior to a media conference entitled "Minaret ban: Discriminating and useless", in
Bern, Switzerland, Tuesday, Oct. 27, 2009. The organization of minorities in
Switzerland strongly opposes an initiative by supporters of the right-wing Swiss
People's Party that plans to ban minarets in Switzerland. A public vote on the minaret
ban initiative will be held in Switzerland on Nov. 29, 2009. The slogan on the poster
reads, "The sky above Switzerland is big enough. No to intolerance. No to the minaretbanning initiative."
The government, for its part, is worried about reprisals plunging Switzerland into the
front line of the war against terror. Micheline Calmy-Rey, the foreign minister, said a
yes vote “could make Switzerland a target for Islamic terrorism”.
With a Muslim population of 400,000 and some 150 mosques and prayer rooms, the
Swiss thought they had avoided the kind of tensions that have arisen over Muslims’
rights in bigger neighboring countries such as France and Germany. That changed in
2006, however, when a Sikh temple, complete with a gleaming white crown, was
inaugurated in Langenthal. Karaademi appears to have been struck with cupola envy.
“I said to myself: why not us?” he recalled last week, adding that he had applied for a
permit to build what would be Switzerland’s fifth minaret and permission had been
quickly granted.
Encouraged by this, Muslim communities all over the country began applying for
permits to put up their own minarets, regardless of the fact that noise regulations
prevent the towers from fulfilling their traditional function of calling the faithful to prayer.
People began to worry about minarets dominating the Swiss skyline.
“They felt threatened,” said Patrick Freudiger, a Conservative MP who likes to
remember a comment by Tayyip Erdogan, the Turkish prime minister, who once
described minarets as the “bayonets” of the Muslim faith. “Minarets are symbolic of a
quest for political and religious power,” Freudiger said.
A similar battle has been raging in Germany over plans to build one of Europe’s
biggest mosques in the shadow of Cologne cathedral. The Danes are also locked in
debate over plans for two grand mosques in Copenhagen.In an initiative that would
please Switzerland’s antiminaret campaigners, an Italian town seized the headlines
last week by putting up signs banning women from wearing the burqa in public.
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“If we ban the minarets, that won’t help communication between us,” said Thomas
Ruefener, the mayor of Langenthal. “And immigration will continue all the same.”
Referendum or not, the arguments seem likely to continue. “In Switzerland,” said
Hisham Maizer, president of the Swiss Federation of Islamic Organisations, “the
debate about Islam is only just beginning.” 33

REFLECTION
Trainers will ask participant’s to reflect on the text they read and share their findings
with the group. They will have time to discuss this article and cases from participants’
organisations and countries.
Participants will reflect also about their learning process and feelings about the day.
They will give the feedback to trainers and group. The adequate time and structure of
discussion will be provided to share experiences, practices and insights.
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The Sunday Times, November 29, 2009, by Matthew Campbell.
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Critical Thinking workshop "The Logical Fallacies of Nationalism"34
We often think uncritically about the nation, despite the fact that national identity is
built into our popular culture. The Olympics, held every four years, attempts to foster a
community of athletes (the "Olympic Village") while promoting "healthy competition"
between nations by scrolling a rolling count on our television screens of which country
has accumulated the most medals. The athletes wear national colors or some other
symbol of their national identity, and we are meant to cheer "our" athletes as they
represent "our" nation.
There are other examples of promoting visible symbols of the myths of self-identity,
and yet the ways in which they promote a glorification of national difference are all but
ignored. One of the goals of this workshop is to demonstrate to learners knowledge of
the ways in which nationalism on a global scale is both a product of the modern world
and a problem inherent to it. Part of this goal requires them to think critically about
their own nationalist sentiments - sentiments that are sometimes developed
unquestionably from family tradition or popular media.
Participants are invited to theoretical discussion of nationhood and how ideas of the
nation changed during the last two hundred years. Then they will examine cultural
components and explore the issues of connecting ideas of the nation to science,
modernity, geography, and ideology. We expect learners to examine critically the
rhetoric of nationalism in a global context and explain similarities and differences
between those who claim to speak for the nation. In particular, we are interested in the
ways in which "self" (whether a religious, economic, or national identity) vis-à-vis an
"other" is articulated in such a way both to construct and propel a mythic national
identity in their own country. Therefore, participants are welcome to showcase the
situations from their own countries.
First, learners are invited to prepare presentations and participate in discussions about
the histories and theories of modern nationalism.
Second, participants will partake in discussions of case studies of national identity in
the twentieth and twentieth first centuries chosen by themselves.
Third, participants will watch the video "The Road to Nowhere" and explore Michael
Ignatieff's argument about the inconsistencies inherent in nationalist rhetoric. They will
then respond to various questions such as (but not limited to):
What started the Yugoslavian civil war?
How do Serbs and Croats differentiate each other?
34 The Logical Fallacies of Nationalism: Critical Thinking in the World History Classroom. Sharlene Sayegh,
California State University, Long Beach, 2007. Our workshop is a shorter and modified version of the original course.
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Do Serbs and Croats hate each other? If so, why? Are there examples in the film that
suggest the hate is more rhetorical than "real"?
How likely is it that these two groups will achieve exactly what they demand?
After the coffee break, the workshop continues with group exercise on thinking
critically with primary sources. Participants will be assigned groups by energizer to
read a specific speech by national leaders and explore the logical fallacies in the
document (facilitators will help participants to find complete articles online) 35. Speech
excerpts may include (but are not limited to):
Josef Stalin, "Industrialization of the Country"
John F. Kennedy, "The Lesson of Cuba"
Fidel Castro, "On the Export of Revolutions"
Golda Meir, "Attainment of Peace"
Indira Gandhi, "Democracy in India"
Ruhollah Khomeini, "Uprising of Khurdad 15, 1979"
Ronald Reagan, "Evil Empire Speech"
Margaret Thatcher, "Christianity and Wealth"
Slobodan Milosevich", "Gazimestan Speech"
All of these documents and film are related to each other in that they all focused on
nationalist rhetoric and bias. They all contained a specific language and tone, and
used carefully selected images, words, or phrases to either mask or embellish their
arguments with pathos specific to their targeted audience.
Primary-source analysis strengthens their critical-thinking skills. The goal of this
exercise is to recognise and analyse the bias that is present in different country’s
nationalistic arguments.
By recognising this bias, participants could begin to address the reasons, goals, and
motives for such arguments. Participants can learn that nationalism can be both a
35 Many of the primary sources are readily available online. Specifically, the following websites
might be explored: Paul Halsall's Modern History Sourcebook – a website of selected primary documents with
citations. http://www.fordham.edu/halsall/mod/modsbook.html.
European Navigator (or ENA) – a website on the history of the European Union http://www.ena.lu/
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unifying and dividing factor and that bias and prejudice often affect the way other
nations and peoples view each other.
Participants will reflect on the exercise in small groups by answering the following
questions. They will have 45 minutes to answer and then the learners will reconvene
as a group to discuss their findings.
1. Who is the author/speaker? What is her/his title? What country is the speaker from?
Who is the intended audience?
2. Does the speaker make comments about the nation? How? In what form?
3. Does the speaker make any allusions to other nations? What are these allusions?
How do you think the audience is supposed to react to these comments?
4. What forms of argumentation does the speaker use (appeals to emotions,
recognition of counterargument, appeal to authority of the speaker, etc.)?
5. What is the argument being made in this piece? Can you pinpoint a "thesis
statement"? Summarise the main argument (your own words) in one or two sentences.
6. Can you pull out the bias in the argument? You should also pinpoint logical fallacies
used by the speaker (either / or, ad hominem, overuse of pathos, etc.).
7. Compare your reading to the statements Michael Ignatieff made about nationalism
in “The Road to Nowhere”. Are there similarities between your reading and some of
the people Ignatieff interviews? Explain.
This exercise is designed to let participants think more critically about the language
and bias that is present in nationalistic rhetoric, and especially make them view and
analyse both their own country and others countries nationalistic arguments more
critically. It forces learners to think and analyse argument critically and not accept
everything at face value. The use of nationalism as a medium for critical analysis is
both engaging and informative, especially with the use of both foreign and domestic
examples.

REFLECTION
Participants will be asked to draw their learning outcomes and feelings of the day and
share it with the group.
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Workshop on writing: “Traditional and inverted pyramids”
The aim of this workshop is to explain the differences between news story and article
/feature and to train skills in writing short news story and short article.
Journalists usually describe the organisation or structure of a news story as an
inverted pyramid. The essential and most interesting elements of a story are put at the
beginning, with supporting information following in order of diminishing importance.
This structure enables readers to stop reading at any point and still come away with
the essence of a story. It allows people to explore a topic to the depth that their
curiosity takes them, and without the imposition of details or nuances that they could
consider irrelevant, but still making that information available to more interested
readers.
The inverted pyramid 36 is perfectly suited for the press-releases, reports and websites.
Trainer explains all elements of inverted pyramid and asks learners to write the lead
about the current training course (aim of learners’ organisations or some events, etc.)
using 5W rules. Learners have to decide which of W will be main in their stories.
Individual writing will take about 15 minutes.

36 Inverted pyramid in comprehensive form.
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Inverted_pyramid_in_comprehensive_form.jpg
https://www.google.ee/search?q=writing+pyramid&dcr=0&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKE
wjZtandqcPaAhUKLZoKHXtvC7gQsAQIJg&biw=1656&bih=925#imgrc=1-MuJH78jHQKTM:
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News stories are not the only type of material that appears in newspapers and
magazines. Longer articles, such as cover articles and the pieces that lead the inside
sections of a newspaper are known as features. Feature stories differ from straight
news in several ways. Foremost and most often is the absence of a straight-news
lead. Instead of offering the essence of a story up front, feature writers may attempt to
lure readers in.
While straight news stories always stay in third person point of view, it is common for a
feature article to slip into first person. The journalist often details interactions with
interview subjects, making the piece more personal.
First paragraphs of a feature often relates an intriguing moment or event, as in an
"anecdotal lead". The section that signals what a feature is about is called the nut
graph or billboard. Billboards appear as the third or fourth paragraph from the top, and
may be up to two paragraphs long. Unlike a lead, a billboard rarely gives everything
away. It reflects the fact that feature writers aim to hold their readers' attention to the
end, which requires engendering curiosity and offering a "payoff." Feature paragraphs
tend to be longer than those of news stories, with smoother transitions between them.
Feature writers use the active-verb construction and concrete explanations of straight
news but often put more personality in their prose. Feature stories often close with a
"kicker" rather than simply petering out.
Trainer explains the structure of feature 37 and asks learners to re-write the same topic
about the current training course (aim of learners’ organisations or some events, etc.)
but in feature pyramid structure. Individual work will take about 15-20 minutes.

37 New style. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/News_style
https://www.google.ee/search?q=writing+pyramid&dcr=0&tbm=isch&tbo=u&source=univ&sa=X&ved=0ahUKE
wjZtandqcPaAhUKLZoKHXtvC7gQsAQIJg&biw=1656&bih=925#imgrc=CB67AzIBxW5FcM:
37

Trainer asks two-three volunteers to read their stories written in traditional and inverted
pyramids structures and reflect what are the differences in writing two stories, what
type was more creative, how is it easier to write, etc.
Then the group gives feedback to stories and reflects on own works.
The next step is to present the difference between news story and feature using these
tables. 38

38 Writing a feature. https://www.bbc.com/education/guides/zqt7k7h/revision
https://www.google.com/search?q=Differences+between+a+news+story+and+a+feature&source=lnms&tbm=isch
&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwia4bX80cPaAhXlDpoKHUF0DQIQ_AUICigB&biw=1656&bih=925#imgrc=EmPzKVrnl
3Yt2M:
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REFLECTION
In this reflection, the participants take time to quietly reflect about the activity and
sculpt their feelings and thoughts with the sculpting material. Each participant then has
the opportunity to share her/his sculpture and reflections with group.
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Deconstructing image
As the saying goes, "a picture says a thousand words." In other words, images
communicate succinctly 39. It is fair to say that we live in a visual age, in which we are
surrounded by images and screens. How does one begin to make sense of the
bombardment of images? How do images communicate together with words? This
activity provides participants with a few basic tools for deconstructing images.
The first step in visual analysis is description. Describing an image is a useful
technique for looking closely at an image and absorbing its details. Descriptions
should remain objective, discussing what can be seen without drawing conclusions
about a photograph's meaning.
The second stage is reflection. It should focus on the emotions and interpretations
that an image evokes for the viewer. Different viewers will react to the same image in
different ways, so there are no wrong responses. Knowing the historical context for an
image can be very important for constructing reflective responses.
After looking carefully at an image and considering its emotional and interpretive
properties, formal analysis is the next step. A very good place to start formal analysis
is by deciding which elements are most strongly represented.
Participants have to consider Mise En Scène. This term (which loosely means 'putting
things in the picture' or 'arranging the frame') concerns the design and arrangement of
the image. Every element of an image contributes to its meaning, and much time and
thought are devoted to mise en scène by the creators of an image.
Although an audience's attention may be focused on characters in the foreground,
they will also be looking at the background for additional clues for meaning. 40
All photos have many layers of meaning. Meaning is never fixed. It can shift and
change for different people in different times and places. Subjective, structural, cultural
and post-modern interpretative frameworks help us to understand the many layers of
meaning in a photo.
When we are interpreting photos in a cultural context or through the cultural frame,
we are concerned with how the photographer has been influenced, when and where
the image was made. Photographers are often influenced by the events that happen
around them.

39 https://www.philpoteducation.com/mod/book/view.php?id=222
40 http://www.mediaknowall.com/as_alevel/alevel.php?pageID=image
40

When trying to understand a photo through the cultural frame, participants can ask the
following questions:

- When was the photo made?
- What was happening in the world around?
- When the photographer made the photo?
- What important events or issues does the photo refer to?
- How does the photo suggest the time when it was made?
When interpreting a photo in a structural context or through the structural frame, we
are concerned with how the photographer has combined the elements and principles
of design in his photographic work. More specifically, we are concerned with how
these elements are used by artists as symbols that express ideas they wish to
communicate. Participants can ask:
-

Why has the photographer drawn our attention to certain elements of design,
such as color, line, tone or pattern?

-

Has the photographer used any symbols in the work? If so, what are they and
what might they mean?

-

How and why has the photographer borrowed from or referred to another
artwork, image in time?

-

What has the photographer changed, if yes, how he or she did it?

When interpreting a photo in a postmodern context or through the postmodern frame,
we are concerned with how the work borrows or appropriates previously existing
images either throughout history or contemporary culture.
Denotation and
deconstruction. 41

connotation

are

two

important

processes

used

during

Denotation or first level of signification:
Identification and definition of elements of a text on a basic, dictionary level - this thing
is red, it is a bicycle.
Denotational readings will be common to a large number of people - the audience of
text will identify the object as a red bicycle (if they know what a bicycle is).
41 http://www.mediaknowall.com/as_alevel/alevel.php?pageID=image
41

Connotation or second level of signification:
Connotation begins when participants link an object with other signs and meanings the bicycle might belong to a teenager and therefore suggest adolescence. It is red,
therefore it is bright and eye-catching and might therefore connote that its owner is an
extrovert. If you once fell off a bicycle yourself and smashed your leg up, then you may
associate this bicycle with negativity and pain. Connotations are numerous, and vary
from reader to reader.

Participants can describe and discuss various underlining meanings about the image
above. They are invited to address such topics as stereotyping, discrimination, gender,
norms, culture, customs, traditions and how media influences the portrayal of “other”.
During the following exercise participants have to describe the photo below and
answer following questions in a group.
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-

What does it look like?

-

What is the subject matter in the photo?

-

Can you tell from which social era it came? What clues give you that
information?

-

Does the photo give you a sense of time (day or night, long exposure or short
exposure)? What clues give you that information?

-

Did the photo have an emotional impact on you when you first saw it? What
emotions did the photo trigger in you?

-

What emotional response do you think the photographer was trying to evoke in
a viewer? Did the photographer’s intention match your emotional reaction?

-

What concept or idea do you think the photographer was trying to portray with
the photo?

-

Do you think the photographer was successful in translating these thoughts into
a visual form? What aspects of the photo lead you to this conclusion?

-

Do you think that the photo could be manipulated and framed? If yes, why, how?
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Exchange of good practices in media literacy.
The materials were prepared by project partners on the basis of the free
resources and tested during project activities.
Compiled and edited by Pavel Smulski, Mitra France NGO, 2018.
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